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Title: Biking for Goods is Good:  An Assessment of CO2 Savings in Paris  
 

 
Abstract 
 

This paper seeks to assess the growing usage of bicycles and tricycles for goods movement in Paris 

city and the resulting savings in CO2 emissions between 2001 and 2014. Results from a regional 

household survey are evaluated to estimate the growth in consumer shopping trips made via 

bicycle. To quantify new commercial goods movements via human-powered or electrically-

assisted bicycles or cargo cycles, results from an original survey of nine couriers and delivery 

companies are presented. After identifying growth in cycle freight volumes and the modes by 

which these trips previously moved, CO2 savings are estimated. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
To address growing environmental concerns, most current urban transport policies seek to 

incentivize a modal shift from polluting modes towards “clean” ones. Various policies have been 

implemented to increase the attractiveness of non-motorized modes that offer both environmental 

and health benefits compared to motorized modes. As a result, bicycles have been experiencing a 

revival in many countries, particularly in Europe and in North America (1, 2). It is noticeable, 

however, that while freight is essential to - and a by-product of - urban dynamism, policies to 

promote the use of human-powered vehicles rarely address goods movement.   

  A number of European researchers have recently examined the operations and impacts of 

cargo cycles for last-mile urban goods movement; however, these studies in Paris (4), London (5), 

and Brussels (6) have focused on individual operators. The 11-country EU-funded CycleLogistics 

project (7), and studies by Transport for London (8), Reihle (9), and Gruber, Kihm, and Lenz (10) 

have examined the broad potential for use of bicycles and tricycles for goods movement in 

different sectors 

 

 

PROJECT OBJECTIVE   

 

This paper focuses on the potential for bicycles to move goods and to reduce CO2 emissions in 

cities. To study this, the recent evolution of the “pro-bikes” policy in Paris city and the related 

increase in bicycle usage for goods movement between 2001 and 2014 are examined.  

While socioeconomic assessments of this Paris “pro-bikes” policy have been performed 

for private passenger mobility (3), no known work has focused specifically on the effects of this 

policy on goods movement via bicycle and related externalities.  

For this study, a broad definition of goods movement is adopted, as benefits could be 

achieved not only by freight professionals substituting their vans or trucks with bikes or cargo-

bikes, but also by households changing their mode of travel to buy goods. 

 

 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
 

This research paper is organized as follows. As background information, the next sub-section 

describes recent transportation policies implemented in Paris. We pay a special attention to bicycle 

and freight interventions. Next, we present our research approach aimed at assessing the evolution 

of bike mobility from 2001 to 2014, with a focus on shopping trips, as well as the volume of 

delivery and courier mileage realized in Paris using bicycles and tricycles. Later results rely on an 

original survey conducted with nine freight operators in the central Paris area in 2014. Finally, a 

tentative estimate of CO2 savings due to increasing goods movement by bike in Paris over 2001-

2014 is proposed. Given the many uncertainties impacting estimates, sensitivity analyses are also 

performed and discussed. 

 

THE PARIS TRANSPORT (AND PRO-BIKES) POLICY  

The Paris case is illustrative of the challenges of a modern, multi-modal city. As one of the most 

densely occupied areas worldwide, the city generates an impressive volume of passenger and 

goods movements. In 2001, around 6.3 M person trips originating in and/or destined to Paris were 
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realized daily with the use of mechanized modes (including bicycles), and economic activity 

generated 300,000 daily goods movements (shipments or deliveries) (11).  A sizable share of these 

trips are made by motor vehicles for both passengers (35% by car) and freight (90% by van or 

truck); however, Parisian streets are inadequate to accommodate this intensive motor vehicle use. 

To address the externalities resulting from motor vehicle operations and congestion, a new 

municipal team elected in 2001 began to actively promote passenger mode switches to public 

transportation and non-motorized modes.  

Unlike London or Stockholm, where “pricing regulation” has been used to encourage 

drivers to leave their vehicles, Parisian transport policy is mainly based on “quantity regulation” 

(12). Urban space dedicated to cars was narrowed by approximately a third between 2001 and 

2012, with resulting free space then redistributed to cleaner transport modes. An enhanced network 

of dedicated bus lanes was installed rapidly, with more than 10 km of lanes added between 2001 

and 2003.  Streetcars also returned to the city with the late 2006 opening of a new service. In 

addition to lane reductions, authorized traffic speeds were reduced to 30 km/h in many 

neighborhoods where investments in “green areas” were realized.   

 

TABLE 1: Evolution of Travel Lane and Parking Supply 

Infrastructure Type 2003 2012 

Travel Lanes Supply (km) 

Total bus lanes (km) 189 172 

     Same direction 117 99 

     Contra-flow 13 18 

     Physically separated 59 55 

Total streetcar lanes (km) 0 16 

Total bicycle lanes (km) 312 677 

     Physically separated 43 180 

     Striped 95 79 

     Contra-flow 4 221 

     Shared bus lanes 118 159 

     Others (canals, parks…) 52 38 

Parking Supply (# spaces) 

Car parking spaces (free and metered) 172,794 147,812 

Mixed parking spaces (bicycle & motorized two-wheels) 22,212 15,700 

Bicycle-only parking spaces n/a 23,700 

Bikeshare (Velíb) parking spaces 0 20,000 

Total freight delivery areas 9,528 9,299 

     Mixed delivery areas1 n/a 7,493 

     Dedicated delivery areas n/a 1,806 
1 Cars may park in mixed delivery spots during evening hours   

Source: Authors’ calculations from 2003-2012 editions of “Bilan des Déplacements” (11) 

 

As made clear in Table 1, the bicycle network has been extensively developed, with an 

increase of 355 lane-kilometers between 2003 and 2012.  This mileage includes both dedicated 

and shared facilities; nearly 60% of the growth corresponds to the 2009 opening of many roads to 
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contra-flow bicycle traffic, and another 11% to new shared bus lanes (in which bicycles have been 

permitted to operate since 2001). Most of the remaining growth is in protected bicycle lanes. The 

number of parking places for bicycles has also jumped, with more than 20,000 additional places 

provided for private bikes between 2003 and 2012. Notably – and different from some other cities 

where there operate – electrically-assisted cargo cycles in Paris are treated as bicycles and 

permitted to use this infrastructure (13). As can be seen in Table 1, space for this new parking 

supply for bikes mainly comes from a reduced parking supply for cars.   

The Paris municipality also introduced a bikeshare service (Vélib) in July 2007. To do so, 

a 10-year Public-Private Partnership (PPP) contract was signed with JC Decaux, a major 

international provider of urban equipment (public benches, bus stations) and advertising. The 

private company agreed to bear the initial cost of the 20,000 bikes parked in about 1,400 stations  

in exchange for the right to operate the service, transfer fare revenues to the municipality, and 

receive discounted access to more than 1,600 advertising billboards in Paris streets. While the PPP 

has been subject to criticism because of its high cost for public finance (3), the Vélib sharing 

service has met with popular success; however, as noted by Ripert and Brown (13), use of the 

system for goods movement has been limited by the current vehicle design. 

 Freight policy in Paris has also undergone a major paradigm shift since 2002. With about 

31.5 M tons moved each year (11), freight has a considerable footprint in the city.  According to 

2011 estimates by the City of Paris, freight contributes 26% of CO2 emissions and consumes 15-

25 % of road space (14).  During and prior to 2001, freight was only considered in planning for its 

negative traffic impacts (13).  As a result, new infrastructure was inadequate to accommodate 

freight; for example, when curbside sheltered bus lanes were installed, the need for freight loading 

areas was not recognized.  In response to major concerns from the freight industry, formal 

consultation between the City of Paris and freight stakeholders began in 2002, culminating in the 

2006 signing of a three-year, non-binding “Freight Charter” outlining specific commitment for 47 

participating stakeholders to reduce externalities from freight and accommodate efficient freight 

activity.  Dablanc, Diziaian, and Levifve (15) provide a detailed summary of the progression of 

city and regional consultations from 2002 until 2010.  In 2013, building from previous efforts, a 

new charter was signed outlining guiding principles and defining concrete actions to be undertaken 

(16). 

Consultations have resulted in major changes in freight regulation. Time-based restrictions 

were established to limit vehicle entry during specific time periods based on size and emissions 

performance (15).  Parking disks were introduced to limit maximum loading times, and 

enforcement of violations has increased. While previously many loading areas could be used by 

either freight or passenger vehicles, new restrictions reserve use of many of these for freight 

vehicles only (see Table 1). New designs to accommodate freight in dedicated bus lanes have been 

developed (13).  Requirements for new construction projects and in existing developed areas 

regulate the size and number of loading spaces according to the needs of adjacent businesses.  To 

address the challenge of warehouse sprawl (17) (and related externalities), the city has also 

invested in “urban logistics spaces” – small areas in the central business district reserved for 

logistics activities that are provided to operators at a reduced rent (4).  Importantly, these spaces 

provide a central location where goods can be transferred from trucks and vans to smaller, cleaner 

vehicles for last-mile delivery; at least one cargo cycle operator – La Petite Reine – has benefitted 

from this measure.  Although it is difficult to isolate the impacts of specific policies from the 

effects of other market and cultural changes, as is generally done in standard cost-benefit analyses, 
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the influence of these policies on bicycle use for goods movement can be examined by studying 

changes is consumer and commercial operator mode choice since 2001.  

 

 

RESEARCH APPROACH 
 

   This study seeks to develop a method to evaluate the influence of Paris’ efforts to promote 

cycling on usage of bicycles and tricycles for goods movement, and for estimating the resulting 

impact on CO2 emissions. Figure 1 illustrates our research approach. 

  

FIGURE 1: Research Approach 

 
 

First, we rely on the two last waves of one extensive household mobility survey conducted 

in the Paris region to quantify the evolution of passenger mobility performed by bikes (“Enquête 

Globale Transport” (18)). At this step, we focus mainly on the private bike trips realized for 

shopping purposes. In order to determine modal origins of new bike trips performed in Paris to 

purchase goods, we rely on the study by Koning and Kopp (3) who asked directly to bikers in the 

Paris region which travel mode did they use before switching towards bicycles.   

Then we describe an original survey conducted during the spring 2014 as part of this study 

to characterize and estimate goods movements by bike in Paris City in 2014 and 2001. Using this 
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empirical material, we quantify cargo bike freight activity in Paris in both years and we identify 

the modes by which freight trips made by non-motorized cycles in 2014 would have moved in 

2001. 

Once biking for goods trips have been assessed, CO2 emissions factors for various transport 

modes are presented. This enables us to propose benchmark estimates of CO2 savings due to 

increasing goods movement by bikes and cargo-bikes in Paris. As the estimation methods are 

subject to many uncertainties, sensitivity analyses are also performed. 

 

 

DATA 
 

BIKING FOR SHOPPING 

Evolution of Passenger Mobility 

Assessment of the evolution of individual mobility in Paris relies on regional household surveys 

conducted in 2001 and in 2010 (“Enquête Globale Transport” (18)). The figures in Table 2 have 

been estimated by multiplying the number of daily trips realized by each mode and for each O-D 

pair by the average distances traveled.  For passenger cars, a vehicle occupancy of 1.3 

persons/vehicle was assumed. 

 

TABLE 2: Evolution of Passenger Mobility, 2001-2010 

  
Distance Traveled (million pkm/day) 

Paris-Paris Paris-Suburbs Total 
Mode 2001 2010 % change 2001 2010 % change 2001 2010 % change 
All purposes 
Buses 1.3 1.33 2.3 0.73 0.66 -9.6 2.03 1.99 -2.0 
Rail-based PT 4.97 6.28 26.4 24.2 36.7 51.6 29.2 43 47.3 
Cars 3.19 2.1 -34.2 18.9 18 -5.1 22.1 20.1 -9.3 
Motorbike 0.34 0.42 23.5 0.85 1.28 50.6 1.19 1.7 42.9 
Total Bicycle 0.19 0.5 163.2 0.05 0.13 160.0 0.24 0.63 162.5 
  Private bicycle 0.19 0.33 73.7 0.05 0.1 100.0 0.24 0.43 79.2 
  Rental bicycle 0 0.17 n/a 0 0.03 n/a 0 0.2 n/a 
Total 10.2 11.1 9.4 44.8 56.9 26.8 55 68 23.6 
Shopping only 
Buses 0.19 0.25 31.6 0.06 0.08 33.3 0.25 0.33 32.0 
Rail-based PT 0.49 0.82 67.3 1.31 2.35 79.4 1.8 3.17 76.1 
Cars 0.18 0.16 -11.1 1.04 1.26 21.2 1.22 1.42 16.4 
Motorbike 0.01 0.03 200.0 0.04 0.07 75.0 0.05 0.1 100.0 
Total Bicycle 0.03 0.06 100.0 0.01 0.01 0.0 0.04 0.07 75.0 
  Private bicycle 0.03 0.05 66.7 0.01 0.01 0.0 0.04 0.06 50.0 
  Rental bicycle 0 0.01 n/a 0 0 n/a 0 0.01 n/a 
Total 0.92 1.39 51.1 2.46 3.78 53.7 3.38 5.17 53.0 

Source: Authors’ calculations from “Enquête Globale Transport” (18). 

 

Several lessons can be drawn from Table 2. First, the overall volume of person-kilometers (pkm) 

increased between 2001 and 2010, by 9% for Paris-Paris trips and by 27% for Paris-Suburbs trips 

respectively. Such an evolution is consistent with the growth of jobs and population observed in 
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central Paris over the last decade (+4% and +11% over 1999-2008 respectively). The on-going 

sprawl process in Ile-de-France, as the rise of “inverse commuters” from Paris to the suburbs, also 

explains why the growth is more pronounced for longer connections. Results indicate that the 

“anti-car” policy was successful; due to reduced door-to-door traffic speed, the Paris-Paris pkm 

performed by cars has decreased by 34% while the Paris-Suburbs journeys fell by 5%. In 2010, 

cars represent a smaller 30% of the pkm related to Paris city.  

While bus infrastructure improvements coincided with a moderate patronage increase 

(+2%), rail public transit (PT) has received most of the modal shift from cars, especially for Paris-

Suburbs pkm (+50% vs. +26% for trips within Paris). Also, an impressive increase of the 

motorized two-wheel usage is observed, especially for Paris-Suburbs trips (+51%). Policies 

implemented to encourage bicycling also appear to have been highly effective; the number of pkm 

realized with bikes grew by 160% between 2001 and 2010, with private bikes used for twice as 

much mileage as bikeshare vehicles. While such a modal evolution is impressive, bicycle travel as 

a share of total mobility is still very small; in 2010, only 1% of the Paris daily pkm was completed 

by bicycle. 

 

Evolution of Shopping Mobility 

Shopping trips represent 7.6% of the total pkm related to Paris city in 2010. By mode, the share of 

trips for shopping purposes varies from 5.9% for motorized two-wheels to 16.6% for buses.  

Importantly, around 11% of the total pkm driven by bicycles in 2010 were for shopping purposes. 

This seems logical; bikes, like buses, are often used for short distance trips, and much shopping is 

completed close to home. This is especially true in Paris where the density of shopping places is 

high (>55,000 retail shops). As noted in Table 2, most bicycle pkm for shopping is completed via 

private bikes rather than by shared bikes.  

Examining the evolution of travel for shopping, we find tremendous growth (53%) in total 

distance traveled between 2001 and 2010; however, this average increase hides several different 

trends. The highest growth is observed for motorized two-wheels, whose volume of shopping pkm 

has doubled. Shopping travels by bus increased by only 32% while rail PT pkm increased by 76%. 

Importantly, the same growth rate is observed for bikes. Even if this mode supports only a small 

fraction of the total Paris mobility realized to buy goods (1.4% in 2010), this mode shift produces 

positive impacts. For Paris-Suburb trips, shopping travel by car increased by 16%, while bike pkm 

remained constant.  

Some uncertainty in calculation of the increase of 30,000 daily bicycle pkm for shopping 

trips should be noted. It is possible that some observed growth is “artificial” due to a change in 

design of the household mobility survey between 2001 and 2010. In the 2001 survey, the Ile-de-

France region was divided into 17 zones; in 2010, the number of zones increased to 108. Since 

intra-zonal trips were not well informed within the 2001 survey, such a design change means that 

short-distance mobility estimates are improved in 2010. Due to the reduced size of interview zones, 

the latest version of the survey also considers more accurately the trips between adjacent zones; as 

a consequence, the estimated volume of short trips is expected to increase, notably for shopping 

trips that are essentially intra-zonal and/or between close locations. However, it is noticeable that 

the 75% growth of the pkm biked for shopping is lower than the total change measured for all 

purposes (+160%).  Despite this uncertainty, the 30,000 pmk is assumed to be correct for 

benchmark scenario calculation of CO2 savings. 

Emissions calculations must also rely on some discretionary assumptions. Estimated 

savings are sought for the period between 2001 and 2014; however, mobility data is unavailable 
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for 2013 and 2014. Since bike mobility was almost stable between 2010 and 2012, i.e. the last date 

for which municipal statistics are available, the 2010 figures are considered as relevant for 2014. 

Next, this growth in bicycle mileage must be distributed with respect to modal origins of 

passengers. First, it should be noted that a share of the current pkm realized by bikes corresponds 

to past walking trips as well as to a new demand “induced” by changes in population, jobs, and 

available commodities in Paris. Importantly, these pkm did not produce CO2 in 2001. Using field 

survey data, Koning and Kopp (3) have shown that 10% of the new pkm performed in Paris over 

2010-2006 used to be walked and that around 15% of the new pkm correspond to an induced 

demand. Because these authors were interested in the evolution of total bike mobility, and not only 

shopping trips, the benchmark case in this study assumes a higher rate of substitution for previously 

walked trips (20% of shopping bicycle trips). After subtracting the estimated mileage for 

previously walked trips and the 15% percent of mileage assumed to be induced demand, 19,500 

pkm/day remain to be distributed across other (polluting) modes. 

As made clear in Table 2, buses and cars have experienced lower growth rates of shopping 

pkm than the average (+32% and +16% respectively vs. +53%); as such they constitute obvious 

candidates for substituted mileage. Koning and Kopp (3) show that the majority of new bikers in 

Paris (50%) used to travel by subway, and that the shift from buses to bikes in Paris (18%) is about 

four times larger than that from cars (5%). However, as subways are mainly used for long-distance 

trips, the share of shopping pkm previously completed by subway travel is likely lower. 

Considering these findings, the benchmark scenario assumes that 10% of the 19,500 remaining 

pkm were performed by cars (1,950 pkm), 50% by buses (9,750) and 40% by subways (7,800). 

Such a choice can be justified by the fact that shopping trips are essentially short-distance and that 

buses in Paris are mainly used for this kind of short-range mobility.  

As benchmark calculations rely on a number of assumptions, it is clear that they suffer 

many uncertainties. To address these, alternate scenarios are tested against this benchmark. The 

first alternate scenario (Table 4) assumes a lower growth rate of shopping pkm, equal to 40% over 

2001-2010 (instead of 75%). Starting from 2010 pkm and using the same partitioning method as 

above, estimated modal shifts from buses, cars and subways are equal to 6,500 pkm/day, 1,300 

pkm/day and 5,200 pkm/day respectively. The second scenario considers that 65% of the new 

30,000 shopping pkm - net of walking and induced trips - were previously traveled by subways, 

5% by cars and 30% by buses. Modal shifts from buses, cars and subways then amount to 5,850 

pkm/day, 975 pkm/day and 12,675 pkm/day respectively.  

 

BIKING FOR FREIGHT 

Assessing the evolution of commercial freight mobility in Paris - especially that performed by 

bikes and/or cargo-bikes - is difficult given a lack of available data. While results from a new 

comprehensive freight survey are expected this year, the most recently published demand estimates 

date from 1997, when freight volumes moved by bicycle were negligible. As discussed above, 

these data indicate that in 1997, around 90% of the freight volume moved in Paris was carried by 

vans or trucks, 7% by boats, and 3% by railways (11). 

To address this data gap, an original survey was conducted during the spring of 2014 to 

assess freight activities using bikes in Paris. First, an internet search was conducted to identify 

businesses providing delivery and/or courier services by bicycle – two wheeled vehicles with little 

on-board capacity - and/or cargo-bikes – which include both bicycles and tricycles that are built to 

carry larger volumes of goods.  Either vehicle type may or may not be equipped with an electric-

assist motor. Delivery services are distinguished from courier services in that they move goods 
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from a storage facility rather than directly from an origin to a destination.  Importantly, search 

results exclude individual companies, such as supermarkets or restaurants, that may perform 

business-to-customer (B2C) deliveries via bicycle; they include only companies providing courier 

or delivery services to multiple customers.  Interviews were also conducted with professionals 

familiar with the sector to ensure that all “players” were included.  In total, 15 relevant companies 

were identified; of these, nine agreed to complete a survey via email. The nine participants 

included: Coursier.fr, La Petite Reine, Novea SAS, La Poste (the French postal service), Urban 

Cycle, SCS Dragonet, The Green Link, Team Distribution Logistique, and Vert Chez Vous. Table 

3 provides a summary of survey results.  

A large majority of the participating companies perform delivery services (89%) and a third 

of companies perform both delivery and courier services.  Notably, 78% of participants use other 

modes in addition to bikes. Nevertheless, freight services by bikes represent an average turnover 

of 2.2 M euros/year (54% of total firms’ revenues). On average (excluding La Poste, whose 

operations differ considerably), these businesses serve 226 clients and employ 53 individuals, 

including 25 bicycle or cargo cycle drivers. The majority of firms within the sample (5) use either 

standard bikes (whose average maximum load reaches 22 kg) or electric cargo-bikes (205 kg); 

electrically-assisted bicycles are negligible (only 1 firm owns this type of vehicle). These vehicles 

are mainly used to move mail (53%) or material goods (31%), primarily within Paris (88% of 

trips). Each bicycle or cargo-bike operator performs about seven tours per day corresponding to 

27 movements (8 shipments and 19 deliveries), with an average individual weight of 8 kilograms. 

Tour distances average 12 kilometers driven over a tour duration of 2 hours. Reflecting variability 

in the size and maturity of the participating companies and their willingness to answer individual 

questions, it should be noted that these delivery and tour characteristic estimates are non-weighted 

averages, and that across the sample, large standard deviations not presented here can be observed. 

Consequently, the following calculations rely directly on individual responses. 

 

Freight Activity Estimation 

To measure the importance of freight activities realized thanks to bikes in Paris in 2014, two 

indicators can be calculated. First, 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝐾𝑚 represents the total distance traveled by bikes to move 

goods. Summing the results found for all firms i, 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝐾𝑚 is the product of the number of bikers 

per firm (𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑖), the number of daily tours per biker (𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖) and the average distance per tour 

(𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖):  

 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝐾𝑚 = ∑ 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑖 × 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖 × 𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑖      (1)                                                              
 

The second indicator, expressed in ton*kilometers (tkm) corresponds to the total weight of 

goods carried by bikes in Paris multiplied by the total distances traveled. In order to find  

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑊𝐾𝑚, the number of movements per tour (𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑣𝑖) and the average weight of a single 

movement (𝑊𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑣𝑖) must additionally be considered: 

 

  𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑊𝐾𝑚 = ∑ 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑖 × 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖 × 𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖 × 𝑁𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑣𝑖 × 𝑊𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑣𝑖      (2)𝑖                     
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TABLE 3: Survey Descriptive Statistics 

Variables Responses 

Company Characteristics Share of Responses No. of Responses 
Delivery services 89% 9 
Courier services 44% 9 
Both services 33% 9 
Operating bike-only freight services 22% 9 
Operated bike services in 2001 22% 9 
Average turnover from bikes 2.2 M euros/year 6 
Share of turnover from bikes 54% 4 
Previous modes used 
Previously used motorized two-wheels 28% 6 
Previously used vans 64% 6 
Previously used trucks 8% 6 

Operating Characteristics Mean No. of Responses 

Number of clients 226 7 
Number of employees 53 8 
Number of employees performing bike deliveries 25 8 
Number of tours/biker/day 7 8 
Number of shipments/tour 8 9 
Number of deliveries/tour 19 9 
Total distance/tour 12 km 9 
Total time/tour 2 hr 9 
Paris-Paris connections 88% 8 
Paris-Suburbs connections 8% 8 
Suburbs-Suburbs connections 4% 8 
Fleet characteristics 
Standard bicycles 20 9 
Number of electric bicycles 7 9 
Number of cargo-bikes 0 9 
Number of electric cargo-bikes 19 9 
Load characteristics 
Maximum bicycle load  22 kg 5 
Maximum electric bicycle load 50 kg 1 
Maximum cargo bike load n/a n/a 
Maximum electric cargo bike load 205 kg 5 
Mean load per movement  8 kg 8 

Commodities 

Share of mail/parcels 56% 8 
Share of food 13% 8 
Share of other material goods 31% 8 
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The 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝐾𝑚 indicator can be calculated with rather good precision thanks to the answers 

of the nine responding firms. Summing the results of individual companies, a total of 10,816 km 

daily driven by bikes for freight activities is found. This figure is not negligible; accounting only 

for nine businesses (of a total of 15 identified), it is equivalent to about 15% of the total bicycle 

pkm (70,000 pkm in 2014 in the benchmark case) performed by individuals for shopping purposes 

in Paris. 

Concerning the second indicator (𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑊𝐾𝑚), robust information on the weight of 

individual movements is unfortunately missing for the biggest participating firm, the French Postal 

service. Nevertheless, a tentative estimate can be proposed. According to the survey, Postal service 

employees complete around 300 bike tours (of 6 km) in Paris every day, with 1,500 households 

receiving mail during a tour and 20 additional movements (5 shipments and 15 deliveries per tour 

with an average price of 5.5 euros, i.e. 0.25 kg). Assuming that each mail weighs 20 grams and 

that each household receives two pieces of mail per day, a Postal service driver carries about 65 

kilograms per tour. Summing results found for each individual firm, 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑊𝐾𝑚 is equal to 691 tkm 

per day in 2014. This represents about 105 tons moved by bikes in Paris everyday (by the nine 

participating firms).  

To examine CO2 impacts, the distribution of 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑊𝐾𝑚 with respect to the type of vehicle 

used is needed. Standard bikes generate no CO2 emissions; electric cargo bikes do generate some 

emissions, even in France where the electricity is mainly produced with nuclear power, since 

energy is required for their operation.  Assuming for each firm that the ratio of goods moved via 

each vehicle type is equivalent to the ratio of maximum vehicle capacities, and multiplying this 

load by the firm’s average distance traveled, an estimated 60% of 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑊𝐾𝑚 relies on the usage of 

electric cargo-bikes, 34% on standard bikes and only 6% on electric bikes. For the sake of 

simplicity in CO2 calculations, the latter movements are included with those performed by electric 

cargo-bikes.   

Since only nine firms responded to the survey, results do not directly describe the total 

freight activities performed by bikes in Paris. Assuming that the six remaining companies have a 

similar level of activity to those surveyed, benchmark performance measures can be estimated - 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝐾𝑚 equal to 18,027 km/day (26% of the pkm driven by bikes for shopping purposes) and 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑊𝐾𝑚 equal to 1,152 tkm/day (175 tons moved by bikes, which would correspond to 0.15% 

of total daily tonnage for Paris). To estimate CO2 savings, the distribution between standard bikes 

and electric cargo-bikes calculated previously can be applied to these results. However, as for the 

passenger mobility, these results are subject to uncertainties. As a consequence, scenario 3 

considers that the six remaining firms move 25% more goods than those surveyed. By contrast, 

scenario 4 assumes that the missing firms have a 25% lower level of activities. 

 

Discussion of the 2001-2014 Evolution 

In order to calculate the CO2 savings due to the increased usage of bikes to move goods in Paris, 

the additional km and tkm realized in 2014 compared to 2001 must be estimated and the modal 

origin of transferred trips identified. Table 3 illustrates that only two surveyed firms - the French 

Postal services and Urban Cycle - operated bike services in 2001; none of the remaining 

participants and none of the businesses who did not participate in the survey used bikes or cargo 

cycles in 2001.  

To estimate savings, the 2001 level of freight activities using bikes must first be estimated 

from survey results. For Urban Cycle, the necessary information to directly calculate distance 

traveled and tkm carried in 2001 was identified through the survey. For the French Postal service, 
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information was available only about the evolution of the vehicle fleet, whose load capacity has 

increased by 23%. For the sake of simplicity, this growth rate is applied to the km-tkm found for 

2014. Doing so - and summing results for Urban Cycle and the Postal services - the 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝐾𝑚 and 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑊𝐾𝑚 are estimated to equal to 1,763 km/day and 125 tkm/day respectively in 2001. Therefore, 

these calculations suggest that the freight activities using bikes in Paris have dramatically increased 

since 2001. Total km traveled increased by a factor of about 10. The 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑊𝐾𝑚 indicator has been 

multiplied by a factor of 9.2. 

The last step of the freight analysis concerns the modal origins of the km and tkm that were 

not previously realized by bikes. First, 10% of the increase observed over the period (1,662 km/103 

tkm) is assumed to be linked to the growth of population and jobs in Paris during the last decade. 

To allocate the remaining km and tkm across past modes, firms’ individual answers are directly 

considered; tkm are allocated using stated percentages of past trips performed with motorized two-

wheels, cars, or trucks. When this information is unavailable, notably for the six firms that did not 

take part in the survey, the averages presented in Table 3 are applied. Finally, tmk of previous 

modes is estimated; 5,876 km/202 tkm used to be moved by motorized two-wheels in 2001, 7,880 

km/664 tkm by vans and 882 km/58 tkm by trucks. Sensitivity analyses are adjusted with respect 

to these modal origins. 

 

CO2 EMISSIONS FACTORS 

Having estimated the total distance traveled, tkm carried, and share of trips carried by each 

previous mode, the volume of CO2 saved daily by the growing usage of bikes to move goods in 

Paris can be calculated. Since savings rely on changes in mobility, the 2001 level of bike usage is 

not reproduced in Table 4. Because information on the weight of goods moved by private 

passengers during their shopping trips is unavailable, calculations rely on pkm measures in that 

case; by contrast, the analysis of freight activities is based on tkm figures. 

Several official reports propose pollutant parameters to estimate CO2 emissions generated 

by private passenger mobility in France; estimates here rely on factors from the French Agency 

for Environment and Energy Management (ADEME) (19).  These estimates focus only on the CO2 

generated during vehicle operations, not on the emissions linked to the production/recycling of 

vehicles and/or the provision of energy. Emissions factors for freight vehicles are taken from 

another ADEME publication (20) in which parameters are expressed in tkm considering average 

load factors for vans and trucks. Since these emissions parameters were first expressed in 

gCarbon/tkm, they have been converted into a gCO2/tkm unit. Unfortunately, this publication (20) 

only presents a parameter expressed in gCarbon/km for the motorized two-wheels (33 g 

Carbon/km). As a consequence, an average weight of 30 kilograms (0.03 ton) is assumed for the 

goods moved by motorized two-wheels in Paris, resulting in one (theoretical) pollutant parameter 

equal to 4033.3 gCO2/tkm.     

As already stressed, the analysis should carefully consider the energy efficiency of electric 

cargo-bikes. These vehicles indirectly generate some CO2 via their consumption of electricity. 

CITEPA (21) proposes average emissions of 56.8 gCO2/kWh for electricity production in France.  

It is much more complicated to find reliable figures for the energy efficiency of electric cargo-

bikes. To develop an estimate, manufacturer’s product descriptions for 11 different commercially 

available cycles were examined; based on findings from this web-based review, electric cargo-

bike batteries were estimated to stock an average of 375 Wh for a mean autonomy of 42 km. Thus 

a parameter of 112 km/kWh – or 0.507 gCO2/km - can be deduced. Finally, survey results suggest 
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that around 150 kilograms (0.15 ton) are moved by electric cargo-bikes during a tour, resulting in 

an energy efficiency parameter of 3.4 gCO2/tkm.    

 

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 

Crossing the emission parameters with the mode shift figures, an estimated 3.5 tons of CO2 are 

found to be avoided daily in the benchmark case due to the increased usage of bikes and cargo-

bikes to move goods in Paris. The greatest change is linked to the reduced number of tkm realized 

with vans over 2001-2014 (-910 kg CO2/day), and the next from motorized two-wheels (-815 kg). 

Savings from past trucks movements are moderate (-50 kg) due to the low share of 

deliveries/shipments that used this mode in 2001. The CO2 emissions linked to the energy 

consumption of electric cargo-bikes is almost negligible, around 2.6 kg/day. Importantly, 

individuals’ modal changes for shopping purposes represent 49% of the total CO2 savings 

estimated. Such a result consequently highlights that commercial operators are not the sole 

“freight” polluters in cities and that inhabitants can also change their habits to enjoy a “greener” 

environment. For individual shoppers, savings are greatest from the reduced usage of buses (-1.2 

tons CO2/day), and from less car traffic for shopping purpose (-402 kg/day). 

 

TABLE 4: Estimates of Daily CO2 savings 

  
Emissions  

Rate1 
Scenario 

Benchmark 1 2 3 4 5 

Passenger Mode CO2 (g/pkm) Distance Traveled (pkm) 

Bicycle 0 30,000 20,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 30,000 

New 0 4,500 3,000 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 

From Walking 0 -6,000 -4,000 -6,000 -6,000 -6,000 -6,000 

From Car 206 -1,950 -1,300 -975 -1,950 -1,950 -975 

From Bus 129.7 -9,750 -6,500 -5,850 -9,750 -9,750 -5,850 

From Subway 3.3 -7,800 -5,200 -12,675 -7,800 -7,800 -12,675 

Freight Mode CO2 (g/tkm) Ton*Kilometers Carried (tkm) 

Bicycle 0 391 391 391 419 363 363 

Electric cargo-bike2 3.42 760 760 760 814 706 706 

New 0 103 103 103 110 96 96 

From Motorized 2-wheel 4033.3 -202 -202 -202 -216 -188 -188 

From Van 1371.3 -664 -664 -664 -711 -617 -617 

From Truck 865.3 -58 -58 -58 -62 -58 -58 

Total CO2 Savings (tons/day) 3.5 2.9 2.8 3.6 3.3 2.6 
1 Source: Modal emissions rates from Ademe (19, 20) 
2 Emissions rate estimated from authors’ review of commercially available cargo bikes 

 

As already stressed, these calculations suffer many uncertainties. The benchmark logically 

has to be tested against alternative scenarios. Table 4 illustrates that the overall CO2 savings do 
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not depend excessively on the working assumptions. For alternate scenarios, the decreases in CO2 

emissions range from 2.8 tons/day to 3.6 tons/day. Scenario 5 combines the worst scenarios for 

individual passengers (Scenario 2) and for freight activities (Scenario 4); in this (most 

conservative) case, the CO2 savings amount to 2.6 tons/day.  

To put these results in perspective, annual savings can be estimated; assuming 300 

businesses days/year, yearly CO2 savings total 1,039 tons. Such a change appears moderate; 

applying the “official” value of CO2 in France (40 euros/ton), the monetized social benefit resulting 

from the growing usage of bikes to move goods in Paris only amounts to 42,600 euros. However, 

results seem to be of greater importance if the CO2 emissions linked to the individual mobility 

realized for shopping purposes (see Table 2) are considered; the 3.5 tons saved every day thanks 

to bikes or cargo-bikes represent around 30% of the CO2 emitted by these trips made by subways 

(10.5 tons/day) or motorized two-wheels (12 tons/day). Clearly, this evolution is not negligible and 

deserves attention from policy makers, shippers, and Paris inhabitants whose habits could adapt 

towards a more sustainable city.  
 

  

CONCLUSIONS 
   

This research has focused on the CO2 savings resulting from the increased usage of bikes and 

cargo-bikes for goods movement in Paris city. Despite data limitations and related uncertainties, 

the results from this study indicate that CO2 savings from goods movement via bicycle are 

considerable, and that bicycle freight should be explicitly considered by local decision-makers 

when developing policies to encourage non-motorized travel.   

The policies implemented over the last decade to restrict car traffic in Paris city have been 

highly effective, producing massive modal shifts, particularly towards bikes, whose usage for 

shopping and for moving goods increased by 75% between 2001 and 2014.  Results from an 

original survey conducted in 2014 with nine freight businesses indicate that bikes and cargo-bikes 

are being increasingly used to ship and to deliver goods in the Paris area.  Whereas only two firms 

moving 125 tkm daily conducted courier and delivery services by bikes in 2001, 15 firms that 

move about 175 tons per day over 1,152 tkm are now operating in that sector. Linking these 

evolutions to their modal origins, CO2 emissions savings of 3.5 tons per day, or 1,040 tons per 

year, are estimated between 2001 and 2014.   

About half of this environmental gain is due to the mobility of individuals for shopping 

purposes. This conclusion stresses that freight professionals are not the only economic actors 

whose goods movements contribute to cities’ pollution, and indicates that policy makers should 

also target households when trying to modify freight travel behavior. Considering that the majority 

of shopping pkm is completed using personal vehicles rather than bikeshare vehicles, one example 

of greater consideration for freight movement in bicycle policy might be the inclusion of freight-

carrying vehicles in bikeshare programs.  Results also indicate that commercial operators in the 

sector rely heavily on electrically-assisted cargo cycles, which support around 60% of the tkm 

carried out by bikes.  This is an important consideration for cities seeking to regulate the operations 

of and infrastructure used by this vehicle type.  

While this study has focused on quantifying growth in the use of cycles for freight, a 

number of related areas warrant further exploration.  Some areas of research need include 

understanding the factors that drive consumer and customer mode choices, understanding the costs 

associated with cycle freight supply chains, and understanding the price competitiveness of cycle 
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freight compared to motorized alternatives. To address data uncertainties, estimates employed in 

this study should be compared with the findings from Paris’ recent comprehensive freight survey, 

which are expected to be released later this year. Since this study does not consider bike deliveries 

by supermarkets and restaurants in Paris, results likely underestimate total CO2 savings; future 

studies should include this type of B2C service. Future works should also examine not only the 

CO2 benefits estimated in this study, but also the broader social and economic impacts of 

increasing goods movements by bicycle, including but not limited to local pollutants, noise, and 

time (through reduced car congestion). Recognizing the wide breadth of impacts, ultimately a 

comprehensive socio-economic appraisal should be undertaken to determine the true responsibility 

of the public policy within the observed changes.    
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